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In the Warm Mist of
Cuyamaca Remembrance
by Roy Cook

It is clear to see that the dark trunks
of trees remember the recent fiery purification as do the new green slopes of the
watershed valleys of the Cuyamaca
mountain meadows. Like this event they
instill hope with their new life evident
and in sight. We gather together, this day
as in days past. To celebrate, socialize,
recognize relatives, enjoy the children at
play and appreciate our elders for their
courage and survival.
We appreciate the opportunity to participate at this Cuyamaca Mattayum. The
coordination and logistics is, in no small
part, the efforts of: Sue Wade of
Cuyamaca State Parks, Dave Toler of
Kumeyaay Diegueno Land Conservancy,
Carmen Lucas and the song leaders and
peon judges. We also acknowledge these
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images from John Elliot. Mehan to all.
Traditionally, there was no written
language so that songs and the stories
carry the richness of the culture. The
oral tradition with the telling of journeys, historical events,
the creation, and valor
were an integral part of
traditional Kumeyaay
life, conveying traditional knowledge, history and social values.
Today, the most commonly known song
cycle is that of Bird
Songs. They are used
primarily for entertainment and have allowed
the Kumeyaay to maintain a connection with
their cultural past

The Cuyamaca gathering validates the continuum of tribal culture. Songs sung and dances danced have been heard through
the valleys and mountains for eons.

despite the
contact with
and destructive influences of
European
colonialism.

For Ipai, Tipai and Kumeyaay Native
Americans who share recognizable
dialects the perpetuation of traditional
songs is extremely important to the
maintenance of cultural identity.
Other song cycles and family songs,
SEE Remembrance, page 2

1st Annual Muhammad Ali
Humanitarian Awards
Presented by Yum!
Article and Photography by Rochelle Porter/
Peaché Photo Memories

LOUISVILLE, KY – On October 3,
2013, I had the pleasure of attending the
invitation only, first Annual Muhammad
Ali Humanitarian Awards at the Galt
House Hotel in downtown Louisville.
This wonderful and historical event
was a testimony to the reality that it’s not
always who knows you or who you
know that can create a blessing.
Sometimes blessings are unintended
consequences resulting from efforts to
help create a blessing and a dream come
true for someone else. Such is the case
for me, being in attendance at the
Muhammad Ali Humanitarian Awards,
facilitating a meeting and photo op with
Ernie Stevens, Jr. and Muhammad Ali.
Having entry into the award event
provided me the opportunity to assist
Ernie Stevens with an item on his bucket

list. Being a boxer and
an admirer of
Muhammad Ali, meeting the champ has
been one of his long
time ambitions.
Thanks to the assistance of Mrs. Lonnie
Ali and Maryium these
two titans came
together.
This monumental
event amplified the
Two Heavy Weights Come Together - Ernest L. Stevens (NIGA) presunity that their organi- ents Muhammad Ali with his bola necklace at their historical
zational networks rep- meeting in Louisville, KY.
resent, not only to
engaged in tribal gaming enterprises from
their respective communities but also to
around the country to advance the lives
the indigenous world at large. It was my
of Indian People economically, socially
honor to preserve the occasion photoand politically. To fulfill its mission,
graphically.
NIGA works with the Federal governErnest L. Stevens heads the National
ment and Congress to develop sound
Indian Gaming Association (NIGA),
which represents tribes and businesses
SEE Awards, page 2
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Humanitarian Awards are
unique because they are
inspired by the six core
principles that have
guided Muhammad’s life
– confidence, conviction,
dedication, giving,
respect and spirituality –
and they also serve as the
six pillars of The
Muhammad Ali Center
One of the main
sponsors of the event
was Yum. Yum! Brands’
World Hunger Relief
effort is the world’s
largest private sector
hunger relief initiative,
spanning more than 130
Chairman Ernie Stevens and Lonnie Ali CO-Founder of
countries and territories.
Muhammad Ali Center at VIP Reception
The initiative began in
policies and practices and to provide
2007 in an effort to raise awareness, voltechnical assistance and advocacy on
unteerism and funds for the United
gaming-related issues. In addition, NIGA Nations World Food Programme (WFP)
seeks to maintain and protect Indian sov- and other hunger relief agencies. Since its
ereign governmental authority in Indian
beginning in 2007, Yum! Brands’ World
Hunger Relief effort has raised nearly
Country.
$150 million for WFP and other hunger
The Inaugural Muhammad Ali
relief organizations
and is helping to
provide meals and
save the lives of millions of people in
remote corners of the
world.
Humanitarians
from all across the
world were recog-

nized and honored
for the work that
they and they’re
foundations do to
service and support
others. As “The
Greatest” Muhammad
Ali always said,
“Service to Others Is
The Rent You Pay For
Your Room Here On
Earth.”
Touré co-host of
MSNBC’s The Cycle
did a wonderful job
of hosting the awards
show.
The 2013
Muhammad Ali
Humanitarian
Lifetime Achievement Muhammad’s baby brother Rahamon. As children Muhammad called
Rahamon his baby.
Award was given to
President Jimmy
Greatest Muhammad Ali took photos
Carter, Humanitarian Of The Year
with all the honorees.There were 15,
Christina Aguilera, Humanitarian For
2013 Generation Ali Global Citizen
Gender Equality Michael Bolton, and
Kentucky Humanitarian was Mark Hogg. Scholarship Winners
A Special thank you goes to Lawrence
The Muhammad Ali Humanitarian
and Viola “The Fox” Montgomery for
Award Core Principle Winners for
taking time out of her day to share what
“Confidence” went to Tanvi Girotra of
life was like having Muhammad Ali as a
India 22, “Conviction” Muhammad
Kisirisa of Uganda 25, “Dedication” was
personal friend. Chairman Ernie Stevens
Craig Kielburger of Canada 30,
Jr. and I, Rochelle Porter will always be
“Giving”was Nick Loinger of USA 15
thankful and grateful to all who conyears. young, “Respect” Zachary Certner
tributed to this blessing.
USA 22,and “Spirituality” Zahra
Dreams do come true when you trust
Mahmoodi of Afghanistan 22. The
and believe in others.

Lawrence Montgomery,
sparring partner to
Muhammad Ali and
neighbor, Rochelle Porter,
(Peaché), Ernie Stevens Jr.
and Viola Montgomery

Remembrance
Continued from page 1

which include wildcat, salt dances and
funeral songs, are now less familiar.
Accompanied by gourd rattles for
rhythm and used for dancing, the songs
have both ceremonial and social purposes in Kumeyaay life. Specific expectations govern the way in which they are
sung and presented. Because of the
quantity and length of these songs, it
takes many years of practice and mentoring to learn and master their correct
presentation.
Native communities have maintained
living traditions with remarkable care
through oral tradition. At first glance,
from the point of view of a profoundly
literate tradition, this might seem little
to brag about, but the structure of the
word and the sounds of words enables a
kind of fluidity of continuity and change
that has clearly enabled Native traditions
to sustain, and even enlarge themselves
in spite of European American efforts to
eradicate their languages, cultures, and
traditions. In this colonizing context
because oral traditions can function to
ensure that knowledge is shared with

those deemed worthy of it; oral tradition
has proved to be a particular resource to
Native elders and their communities.
Especially with regard to maintaining
proper protocols around sacred knowledge. So a commitment to oral tradition
can be said to have underwritten artful
survival amid the pressures of colonization. It has also rendered Native traditions particularly vulnerable to exploitation. Although Native communities continue to privilege the kinds of knowledge kept in lineages of oral tradition,
courts have only haltingly recognized
the evidentiary value of oral traditions.
Because the communal knowledge of
oral traditions is not well served by the
protections of intellectual property in
western law, corporations and their
shareholders have profited from indigenous knowledge. Especially ethno
botanical and pharmacological knowledge with few encumbrances or legal
contracts. Oral tradition has also rendered Native recorded culture vulnerable to erosion. But the priority practice
and tradition of tribal self determination
validates living in the moment and that
context is the final validity.
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Grand Opening Celebration Calac Collectables & More

It was a Fiesta - Pow Wow - Spiritual
Gathering and Celebration of Life all
rolled into one.
September 22 2013, Christopher

Scott, community legend, activist, entrepreneur and social advocate, sent out a
call to the community to come and celebrate with him.
He and his partner Daniel
Rodriguez were about to
launch a new course in life
and he wanted to share the
adventure with the world, to
receive support and blessings. The people could not
have been more responsive. A
mass of humanity showed up
at the parking lot in front
Calac Collectables, 3773 30th
St., San Diego. His mother
Virginia Munoz Scott and
other family tribal members
from Rincon were surrounded by friends and supporters of her son.

Christopher Scott who has never
abandoned his emotional tie to the deep
spirituality of his heritage spoke with

tender reverence and appreciation for
those in attendance with manly
tears. Having grown up during the
tumultuous cultural challenges of
our evolving society he has faced
and overcome a boatload of
tragedies and personal hardships
that would have doomed a lesser
human. To that degree Christopher
is a role model for those who strive
to overcome misfortune and adversity in their own lives. Shelia Dasher
was superb as Mistress of
Ceremonies. The Soaring Eagle
Dance Troop and Flamenco Dancers

provided entertainment. Interim mayor
Todd Gloria sent congratulatory greetings. The community came together to
Stefanie demonstrate that the multi cultural community is alive and well in San
Diego.
We came to support Christopher and
Daniel as they take on perhaps one of
the biggest challenges they have ever
faced ... opening and running a small
business in these economical challenging
times. Good Luck Christopher and
Daniel.
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Asian Civic Group Hosts Unique “Speed
Dating” Civic Event San Diego

Council of American Indian Organizations
Reaches Out to Our Youth

APAC’s “A Night of the Round
Tables” series. Speakers from
leading civic institutions will
join organizations representing San Diego’s 350,000 Asian
Pacific American (APA) community for an evening of
interactive dialogue.
Participants learn about
grants, programs, and partnership opportunities with
the region’s leading civic institutions. Speakers were given
an opportunity to visit each
table and spend 5 to 7 minutes for a Q & A with table
Mitz Lee City Council Candidate for District 6 calls on her
hosts on a rotating schedule .
organizational skills to make the (ACAP) networking event
Participants Sean Barr, San
a success.
Diego Regional Economic
Development Corporation;
The prominent San Diego civic organiLee Ann Kim, Pacific Arts Movement;
zation, Asian Pacific American Coalition
(APAC), hosted a speed-dating style event Nathan Fletcher, Qualcomm Inc.; Kris
Michell, Downtown San Diego
to spark greater collaboration between
Partnership; Jeff Graham, Civic San
leading San Diego civic institutions and
Diego; Frank Robinson, Union Bank;
local members of the Asian American
Kristy Gregg, US Bank; Yen Tu,
community. Held at the Jasmine Seafood
UPAC/San Diego County Water
Restaurant, 4609 Convoy Street, San
Authority; BH Kim, The San Diego
Diego CA October 24th, 92111
Foundation; Frank Urtasun, SDG&E;
The event entitled “Civic Engagement
Lori Zapf, City of San Diego; and Michael
& Community Investment” and is part of
Vu, Registrar of Voters. Asian-Americans
are the fastest growing ethnic group in
Diego. “It is our responsibility as citiAIWA- AMERICAN San
zens to be more civically engaged,” said
INDIAN
Tim Nguyen, APAC Chairman. “San
Diego’s Asian American community is an
WARRIORS
important contributor to our City’s rich
ASSOCIATION
cultural diversity and economic future,”
Community organizations and speakAll Military
ers were excited to participate and foster
dialogue in this unique forum.” More
Veterans Welcome.
information about the Asian Pacific
William Buchanan, President
American Coalition can be found on their
website, www.apacsd.org
Call: 1-858-243-8715 cell

pline is enforced when necessary. She
The newly organized Council of
was unanimously voted to continue her
American Indian Organizations recently
position of Chairwoman. She states: The
celebrated a one year anniversary mileloose discourse and dialogue is my
stone. During this time there has been
favorite mode of
much attention
conducting a meetto organizational
ing. We all conpaperwork and
tribute in an acceptcommunity
ing and affirming
building. The
milieu. Nothing like
collective effort
brilliant silliness
on the part of the
preceding the intrimembers assures
cacies of exciting
lively and anibut mind numbing
mated monthly
formation of bymeetings.
laws. Collective
Sensitive and
sharing allows a
sometimes inticordial meeting of
mate cultural
friendly and brilissues are disliant American
cussed in a supIndian minds,
portive and comChildren and families bring a human touch to
allowing us to take
fortable setting.
a strong and comSerious organiza- the Council’s monthly meetings.
mitted sense of
tional work is
balanced with socializing and lightheart- ownership of our organization.”
The COAIO is focused on preserving
ed sharing. Last months meeting was
held at the Mental Health Office. Humor our indigenous culture and providing
the education necessary for a sustainable
and food are a unifying attraction.
healthy future for our youth and generaShirley Murphy a veteran of the US
tions to come.
Navy makes sure that academic disci-

AALEMAN & ASSOCATES
Henry Mendibles Associate

220 Sage Road
El Cajon, CA 92012
Email treefuzz@cox.net
619-593-1754

Elke W. Chenevey
Vice President
Financial Advisor
619/699-3707 (office)
619/758-3619 (fax)
NMLS #637220

ALAN LECHUSZA AQUALLO
Black Phone Records
Native Scholar Performer
Composer Phd
(Luiseno/Maidu)
Advocate for Native Youth
and Scholarships
alan@blackphonerecords.com

Shirley Murphy, President
Taspan Consulting
5457 Sycuan Rd.
El Cajon,CA
619-994-5796
www.taspan.org

The Native American Women Warriors
are the First Ever Recognized all Native
American Women Color Guard
They strive to bring awareness of the
many Women Veterans especially Native
Women
Veterans. To
Honor those
from the past
and who are
currently serving. The group
is dedicated to
surfacing the
recognition of
women veterans, especially
those of Native
American
descent, and
their contribution to the
military that
represented our indigenous people and
the United States of America. Their goal
is to assist our Native American women
veterans in receiving the help desperately needed to empower themselves in
order take on modern challenges in:
transisting from the military to civilian
sector, housing, education, employment,
VA benefits awareness, domestic violence, locating child care and any other
needs our Native American women veterans may have. We also aim to empower our women with a powerful mind,

body and spirit. Learn more by visiting
their website:

Nativeamericanwomenwarriors.org.
CURRENT NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN WARRIORS: Mitchelene BigMan-President/Founder,
Crow Nation, Army; Arlene Duncan Vice President
/ White Earth Nation / Marines; Angel YoungSecretary, Standing Rock Lakota / Army; Deana
Deere-Aissaoui, Kiowa & Ponca, Marine Corps;
Lisa Graham, Lumbee & Cherokee, Army & Navy;
Josie Porter, Crow Nation, Navy; Belinda
RunningWolf, Lakota, Marine Corps; Tomi Phillips,
Lakota, Army; Janet Alkire, Lakota, Army; Brenda
WhiteBull, Lakota, Marine Corps; Arlene secartaco
, Navajo & Santo Domingo Pueblo, Army; Charlyne
Hunt, Waccamaw Siouan, North Carolina Army
National Guard.
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Black Path Commentary: Critical
Analysis on Culure, Community,
& Struggle

The Million-Man March,
Reflections and
Recommitment:
Position, Analysis, & a
Rereading on the
Significance of our Struggle
by Min. Tukufu Kalonji

In the wake of
our position and
analysis, and rereading in August on the
significance of our
struggle revolving
around the 50th
Anniversary of The
1963 March On
Washington, it is of critical necessity for
us to also actively reflect on and recommitment ourselves to movement building
in the context of yet another milestone in
our struggle to build a better society and
indeed a better world.
Eighteen years ago, October 16, 1995,
we stood, over two million strong Black
men and women in operational unity in
the seat and heart of the country,
Washington D.C. at The Million-Man
March/Day of Absence (MMM/DOA). At
this monumental gathering, we declared a
rededication to a renewed sense of self as
Black men to assume an immense level of
conscientiousness and accountability for
life, love, and struggle in the image, interest, of rescuing and reconstructing our
family, community, and culture. Initially
called for by Minister Louis Farrakhan,
national leader of the Nation of Islam, this
call to arms was brought into a reality by
the National Organizing Committee of the
Million Man March/Day of Absence; a
body of national Black leadership persons
such as Reverend Benjamin Chavis, Mr.
Haki Madhadbuti, Dr. Conrad Worrill,
Mr. Martin Luther King III, Rosa Parks,
Maya Angelou, Reverend Jeremiah Wright,
Senator Aldebert Bryan - Senator, Virgin
Islands; Dr. Maulana Karenga, and others
to numerous to name.
From out of the long, varied discussions, debates, and consensus building
that occurred amongst the member of the
national organizing committee of the
(MMM/DOA); Dr. Karenga authored the
historic Million Man March/Day of
Absence Mission Statement, which is an
outline of the goals of the march based on
the themes of atonement, reconciliation,
and responsibility. This march called initially by the Black Nationalist community
drew support and participation from
every segment of the Black community
from liberal, moderate, all faith traditions
et al. Thus, it was truly a cultural homecoming and catalyst for continuing the
movement building that is necessary, sufficient, and essential to our rescue and
reconstructing our lives according to our
own interest.
The (MMM/DOA) mission statement is

a clear and concise outline of our collective agenda in what we as the Black community are to do, have done, and subsequently, we have remained steadfast in
doing currently . Wherever we are in
this country, Black people are organizing,
building and moving in struggle to build
a better world. In spite of the pathological
conversation, that the oppressor and his
puppets of color might put forth about
the Million Man March or our community
in general as being invalid, this historically significant gathering became the ongoing impetus for subsequent follow up
marches and related activist interest. This
emulation of the march itself speaks again
to the role of Black people, who as the
moral vanguard of this country remains
steadfast in struggle constantly confronting the oppressor, organizing, educating, and mobilizing in the best of our
African social justice tradition.
For example, out of the march was
formed 318 Local Organizing
Committees, (LOC’s) around the country
of which the San Diego Local Organizing
Committee was one of the strongest and
longest lasting of the (LOC’s). Although
the (LOC’s) have ceased to exist, there
remain wide-ranging cultural, human
services, educational, faith, political
action organization, and other types of
institutions or agencies; both locally and
nationally; that have evolved that are
directly or indirectly inspired via the
(MMM/DOA). In addition the
(MMM/DOA) was attended very well by
members of the indigenous peoples of the
western hemisphere. The attendance by
our native western family members at the
(MMM/DOA) is reflective of our historically vital relationship with indigenousness western peoples. Native Americans is
to African people’s allies and community
in this land since before the beginning of
the holocaust of enslavement of African
peoples. Moreover, this relationship
proved vital in our struggle for freedom
and justice so the Native American participation in the (MMM/DOA) is a natural
logical occurrence.
In the final analysis the (MMM/DOA)
as argued earlier is about movement
building. Movement is defined as it is in
Kawaida philosophy, which states it as,
“an ongoing collective struggle with a

11th Annual PATHSTAR Alcatraz Swim Week
Shelli Martinez, Omak, WA, gives a
victory salute during her October 14
swim from Alcatraz Island to San
Francisco. Martinez (Colville
Confederate Tribes, WA), was among
a group of American Indians from
South Dakota, Wisconsin, Washington
and California who participated in
the 11th annual PATHSTAR Alcatraz
Swim Week (October 6 to 14) in San
Francisco and Bay Area locales. The
swim week is a component of a yearround program to inspire healthy eating and a stay active lifestyle among
American Indian and Alaska Natives,
who have the highest rates of diabetes of any race or ethnicity in the U.S. (American Diabetes
Association). Visit: www.pathstar.org. - Photo Colin Gift

Joey Cohen, Tonasket, WA; celebrates
the completion of her October 14th
swim from Alcatraz Island to the South
End Rowing Club, San Francisco; with
PATHSTAR support swimmers Suzanne
Greva and Gabor Lengyel. Cohen,
(Colville Confederated Tribes, WA),
was among a group of American
Indians from South Dakota, Wisconsin,
Washington and California who participated in the 11th annual PATHSTAR
Alcatraz Swim Week (October 6 to 14)
in San Francisco and Bay Area locales.
The swim week is a component of a
year-round program to inspire healthy
eating and a stay active lifestyle
among American Indian and Alaska Natives, who have the highest rates of diabetes of any race or ethnicity in the U.S. (American Diabetes Association). Visit:
www.pathstar.org. - Photo: Colin Gift

American Indians celebrate their
arrival in Aquatic Park, San Francisco,
following a swim from Alcatraz Island
in the San Francisco Bay. Natives from
South Dakota, WIsconsin, Washington
and California participated in the 11th
annual PATHSTAR Alcatraz Swim Week
(October 6 to 14) in San Francisco and
Bay Area locales. The swim week is a
component of a year-round program
to inspire healthy eating and a stay
active lifestyle among American Indian
and Alaska Natives, who have the
highest rates of diabetes of any race or ethnicity in the U.S.
(American Diabetes Association). Visit: www.pathstar.org

Good judgment comes from experience,
and a lot of that comes from bad judgment.

SEE Reflections, page 14

I will give

HONEY

Carla Tourville

you
for your money.

Native Regalia
Custom Design

Organic and
local from the
happy worker
bees.

(Yokut Tule River Tribe)

Contact Liz
619-504-2655

619-743-9847
San Diego
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To improve the quality of life of those who recognize
themselves and choose to be recognized by others
as “Indigenous Peoples of Color of the Americas”
and in support of The American Indian Rights and
Resources Organization (AIRRO).

The Era of
Black Indian
Transcendence
by refixico

I was a 52 yr. old African-American,
when I discovered that I was really an
African-Native American. This epiphany
took place 14 years ago. Since then, my
quest for identity has been featured in
the Smithsonian Institution’s, book and
exhibit, entitled: “indiVisible”: AfricanNative American Lives in the Americas.
It’s a banner show that has been touring
the U.S. since 2009.
A few years ago, I submitted a long
held idea to www.indianvoices.net, an
online/on stand monthly newspaper,
which is published by Rose Davis. My
idea was to create a news entity, called
the Bureau of Black Indian affairs. A
news column, designed to address some
of the issues that affect Black Indians
who only have Oral History to rely on.
Mr. William L. Katz, the Father of Black
Indian Studies, in the United States,
was fully in favor of my idea and came
on board with the full force of his
incredible body of work. I suggested,
that the BBIA be formed as a News
Bureau and not as an organization
whose mission it was to replicate what
the Official US Government’s Bureau of
Indian Affairs has done mostly for ByBloods. It would report on the status of
Black Indians. The three co-founders
would be Phil Wilkes Fixico, Rose Davis
and Wm. L.Katz, Rose Davis, a Black
Seminole is carrying on with it. I take
no part in the operation or management
of the Bureau of Black Indian Affairs.
“What if you only have Oral History
to rely on?” I am saying that there is
help out there and more on the way. My
opinion on what one should do about
their desire to explore their Indigenous
Roots, when all they have is Oral
History. First of all, take my advice enter
upon this quest for the right reason. In
my opinion, that would be to advance
SEE Black Indian, page 11

On Sunday November 3rd, in honor
of the new play on the Seminole people,
the road weeps, the well runs dry, Phil
“Pompey” Fixicio spoke on a post show
panel at The Los Angeles Theatre Center.
This panel, entitled Exploring African
American and Native American
Spirituality included Rev. Dr. Cecil
“Chip” Murray (USC), Phil “Pompey”

Fixico (Seminole descendant), and
Professor Hanay Geigomah (UCLA). The
panel followed the 3:00pm performance.
Phil “Pompey” Fixico, Seminole
Maroon Descendant, California Semiroon
Mico (Nation of One), Honorary Elder of
the Muskogee Yamassee of Florida,
Featured, in the Smithsonian
Institution’s, book and exhibit, entitled
:”indivisible”; African-Native American
Lives in the Americas, Co-Founder of the
Bureau of Black Indian Affairs (indianvoices), Member of the L.A. chapter of
the Buffalo Soldiers and Dept. of
Interior/National Park Service/ National
Underground Rail Road/ Network to
Freedom Private-Sector Partner
(Semiroon Historical Society).

Starring

Matthew Hancock, Monnae Michaell, Montae Russell, Nakia Secrest,
Shaun Taylor-Corbett, Simone Missick

Surviving centuries of slavery,
revolts, and The
Trail of Tears, a
community of
self-proclaimed
Freedmen creates
the first all-black
U.S. town in
Wewoka,
Oklahoma. The Freedmen (Black
Seminoles and people of mixed origins)
are rocked when the new religion and
the old way come head to head and their
former enslavers arrive to return them to
the chains of bondage. Written in gorgeously cadenced language, utilizing elements of African American folklore and
daring humor, the road weeps, the well
runs dry merges the myth, legends and
history of the Seminole people.
This play is produced as part of Lark
Play Development Center’s ‘Launching
New Plays into the Repertoire Initiative
supported by The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation with additional support by
the Nathan Cummings Foundation.
Initiative partners are: Latino Theater
Company/LATC, Perseverance Theatre,
Pillsbury House Theatre, and University
of South Florida/School of Theatre and
Dance.
General Admission | $40
Students, Seniors Groups 10+ $20
$10 Thursdays (Limited number available)
Previews | $20 | LATC Members | $20
To purchase tickets call (866) 811-4111
The LATC is located at 514 South Spring
Street, 90013

Darryl Alan Reed, Brent Jennings, Darrell Dennis, Elizabeth
Frances, Demetrius Grosse
“I read the script and looked at
the title page and read where
it takes place and I gasped and
this electric energy went
through my body because my
mother was born in Wewoka,
Oklahoma, my family is from
there. I looked up at the heavens because my mother is no
longer with me and I acknowledged her. This story is truly in
my blood, it’s in my DNA.”

“Originally, I set out to write a play
about the first all-black town in the
U.S. - Wewoka, Oklahoma. I had a special interest in the town because my
grandmother was born there. In my
research, I learned that Black
Seminoles (people of African and
Native American ancestry) actually
incorporated the town. Here I was
thinking I was writing a history play
about a forgotten people, only to
realize I was actually writing my own
history.”

Playwright Marcus Gardley

What Does It Mean
to be a Seminole
Maroon Descendant?
I suddenly realized that I needed to
prepare for this question. Upon reflection this would be my answer beyond
the words that wrote for the
“Descendant’s Creed” Here it is:
“Native Americans believe that for

Director Shirley Jo Finney

every illness there is a cure, and for
every person there is a purpose I believe
for right now my purpose is to talk
about my ancestors, the Seminole
Maroons. When Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. took us to the mountain top and
showed us the promise land the story of
my ancestors was still locked in the
stone upon which he stood. The truth of
their story is the medicine thy we will
need to complete our promise land journey. The truth about them is that they

were American patriots, not by chance
but by circumstances.
They didn’t have the leisure of meeting in halls dressed in finery, to decide
what they should do in the face of eminent oppression. I speak of my greatgrandmother’s people who fought an
endless War of Homeland Security. I
think of the women and children at Fort
Negro who were doomed to be
destroyed. They were Freedom Fighters.
SEE Seminole Maroon, page 10
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Natives and Africans of Oaxaca
by Fanny Garvey, reporting from Oaxaca,
Mexico

The state of Oaxaca in Mexico is
famous for its native cultures, traditions
and languages. Oaxaca is especially
appealing to tourists, due to Native crafts,
dances, festivals, textiles, and traditions.
Additionally, Oaxaca has a variety of natural resources, archaeological sites, good
food and drink (of which mole and mez-

cal are perhaps the most famous), and
unusual tourist options, such as ecotourism. All of this is due to the Native
Oaxacan heritage.
Oaxaca has the largest population of
Natives in Mexico, (approximately
1,225,000) whose members speak 16 languages with 157 dialects specific to each
region as well as clothing styles, dances,
customs and traditions. Native Oaxacans
have many commonalities with Native
Americans which include a strong sense
of community, a love and respect for the
Earth, ceremonies, medicines, and practices such as the temezcal, which is very
similar to a sweat lodge.
Natives in Oaxaca are achieving a
stronger presence, and are involved in all
aspects of government, education and
other public services. They maintain communal land rights, operate General

Assemblies to run their communities and
contribute the most to the cultural climate of Oaxaca.
Whilst Native Oaxaca is famous due to
being promoted as a tourist attraction,
there is another significant population in
Oaxaca that is seldom mentioned. This is
the “Afro-Mexican” population; whose
presence is largest in Oaxaca, Veracruz
and Guerrero where an estimated
500,000 people in residence.
To discover more about the
Afro-Mexican population, I
spoke with Wilfredo Fidel
Vasquez Lopez, the Director
General of Population and
Census of Oaxaca and Gawdie
Sanchez Hernandez, who
designed the Population Office´s
recent publication (2012) about
Afro-Mexicans. Written in
Spanish, and entitled
Afromexicanos, it contains a collection of articles and research
findings that provide detailed,
current information about the
Afro-Mexican population. In our discussion, I learned much about the relationship between the people of African
descent and the Natives here in Oaxaca.
1. What is the relationship between
Afro-Mexicans and the indigenous
Mexican populations?
The current Afro-Mexican population
of Mexico is located mostly in the Costa
Chica region of Guerrero and Oaxaca .
They live among various indigenous
groups, including the Amuzgos, Mixtecs,
Tlalpanecs and Chatinos. The AfroMexicans’ ancestors originate mostly from
the western coast of Africa, whose
descendants are a diverse mixture of individuals. Since the sixteenth century,
group membership was extremely frag-

Peaché Photo Memories
Friendly, caring service for all your advertising needs.
We capture the memories so you won’t ever forget. We cover
product advertisements, conventions, conferences, company
events, golfing fundraisers, headshots for company directories,
red carpet events, holiday parties, birthday, anniversaries, on
land or at sea and construction inspections.

619-697-4186 Office
619-549-0968 Contact
http://peache-1.smugmug.com
peachephotos@cox.net

mented because the Spanish
separated group members,
families, and clans. As time
passed, these people were
scattered throughout the lowlying coastal regions, creating
new settlements or by joining
existing communities. Those
who managed to survive the
abuse, disease and violence of
the era, racially and culturally
mixed with indigenous populations. As a result, a new
group, the Mestizo population
emerged in much of what was
previously known as New
Spain.
The story of the Afro-Mexican population in Mexico is sparse and unknown as
it has been systematically denied.
Although, for many years, periodic references were made about the relationships
between indigenous and mestizo groups
in the Costa Chica. Many Africans were
used by mestizo elites, who helped dominate most of the indigenous regions. For
example, on regional cattle ranches,
Africans were given the positions of
grooms, overseers, foremen or gunmen,

and were assigned control over the
indigenous populations. For this reason,
relations between the two groups were
strained.
In modern times, the social structures
of Afro-Mexicans has changed due to
their history. They do not maintain nor
reproduce specific African ancestral customs; as these were damaged during the
slavery era. Consequently, new customs
and traditions were created similar to
those of their indigenous and mestizo
neighbors. Many practical creations
emerged from this new culture. For
instance, a type of fishing gear used in
Costa Chica displays typical Africa artesenal techniques.
2. What are the similarities and differences within existing ethnic groups
in the Costa Chica of Guerrero and
Oaxaca?
Afro-Mexicans and indigenous peoples
share a broad, rich geographical territory,
with vast natural resources. National and
international laws recognize that indigenous groups, not African descendants, are
the original people of these lands. Yet,
Afro-Mexicans display and recognize customs, traditions , ideologies and lifestyles
that are the product of a particularly

harsh historical development in these
same areas.
In the Mexican Republic, AfroMexicans are invisible to the rest of society, political institutions and politicians. In
the region of Costa Chica they live at the
lowest level of social stratification, after
the indigenous population.
3. Are there educational and social
initiatives for Afro-Mexicans?
On June 5, 2013 the 62nd Legislature
of the free and sovereign state of Oaxaca
finally approved amendments to the state
constitution by the plenary, wherein it
gives constitutional recognition to AfroMexicans and prohibit all discrimination
on ethnic or national origin, gender, age,
disability, religion, opinions, migrant status, sexual orientation, marital status and
others that threaten human dignity. This
legislation was passed after 14 years of
lobbying by organized African-Americans
from the coastal states.
This marks the beginning of the recognition of African descendant people in the
state and has generated public policies
focused on this social group. What’s
remarkable about these reforms being
approved, in addition to the recognition
of Afro-Mexican people as a group, is that
they contain provision for the legal protection of Afro-Mexican and indigenous
people of the coast. Despite already being
enshrined in previous law, there exists
various forms of ethnic and cultural discrimination in the coastal states. These
constitutional reforms are essential for
Afro-Mexican people, as it will allow
them to stop being invisible and become
citizens with rights.
Among the rights that are enshrined by
these reforms are the right of self-determination, and the right to democratic political participation and process, including
the right to vote.
Afro-Mexicans are a significant part of
Oaxacan history for over 500 years. Sadly,
those years include the hardships of slavery, violence, racism, and discrimination.
However, attitudes towards this community are changing for the better, thanks to
their organizing, and progressive ideas
about Oaxcan society. Those years of marginalization are being challenged by new
laws, attitudes, and opportunities for this
community to fully participate in
Oaxacan and Mexican society.
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Sycuan Pow Wow 2013
by Roy Cook

Summertime pow wow
season in Southern California.
Hot, humid days make the cool
evening breezes even more
welcome in the Dehesa valley of
Sycuan. This annual pow wow,
September 13, 14, 15, 2013
summer weekend gathering, is
the culmination for many other
tribal cultural events in the San
Diego County region. A major focus is the traditional occasion for the summer

Throughout the weekend from Bird songs sung at
the raising of the Veterans’ memorial flags, the drum
singing and pow wow activities and into the late
night there are custom and tradition presentations of
local Bird singing and opportunities for traditional
gaming, the Peon competition.
At the grand entry, the Indian flag eagle staff was
Tribal culture, art, music, games and the opportunity to meet new and lifelong
friends. Around the dance arena international and local elders are respectfully
accessible. This is national tribal self determination in action. It is a celebration
promoting trial pride, hospitality and generosity. And is part of the continuing
saga that is the local Kumeyaay Tribal custom and tradition.

carried by Danny Tucker,
Sycuan Tribal Chairman. They
are followed by the Sycuan
Color Guard and a massive,
glorious group of 400 or
more Native American pow
wow participants in category
regalia.
The Sycuan Tribal Elders
have said it best, “Our culture
is the driving force and
foundation of our existence. It
is a way of life that is our
obligation to
pass on to our
children and
grandchildren. We are humbled to
welcome the many dancers, artisans
and vendors that have traveled many
miles to be here with us. We are
especially happy to extend this
welcome to the many visitors that
have never experienced our pow wow

before. With respect to our people, our land and our
traditions, enjoy this weekend as you make new
friends and memories.
Finally, we hope that you will carry in your heart a
piece of our sacred ways that you may share with
your children. Mai’ha mepasho. Ahan kanam. E’Yaay
a’han! Pii’wa!”
Mehan, we will be looking to see you at the next
Native American gathering.
May the Creator guide and protect you always.
Have a safe journey home. Thank you for coming!
The Creator’s blessing upon you all until we see
each other again!

American Indian
TRUE
Traditional Vendors Circle TRADITIONS
Proudly Presents

The American Indian Veterans
Association Honor Guard
Meets Camp Pendleton
Brigadier Gen Bullard

On Saturday and Sunday mid-afternoon, the Soaring Eagle parents were
invited to assist at the serving of the Sycuan tribal hosted meal for the
dancers, drum singers and bird singers. Iris Ruvalcava took the reins in hand
both days and we were all pleased to see an excellent turn out of volunteers
and family. Good
food, good
purpose and
good times
together helping
the Tribal
community.
Much of this
Sycuan
celebration has a
local Kumeyaay
prominence.

November 2 marked the second annual
Cultural Gathering and Pot Luck of some of the
Luiseno/ Juaneno/Acjachemen people at Las
Flores Ranch House, a short walk from the
adobe ruins of the Las Flores Chapel and the
old village of Ushmay.
We came together to connect with friends
and relatives at this special place where we honored our
ancestors who lived and worked here.

The event opened with a Native American Color
Guard who included, Able and Adam Rodrigues, PJ
Foselmen, Chairman Rudy Reyes and Faustino
Fredricks. Prayers and songs were sung by Chief
David Ballardes, Rebecca Robles and Teeter
Romero Commanding General of Camp
Pendleton Brigadier Gen. John W. Bullard
honored us with a visit and got to meet and talk
with the guests and got a history lesson of the
camp from "Elder" Clara Guy who is 92 years
young!!
A Military Pendleton Blanket was presented
to the general. “A good time was had by all and
we are looking to forward next year”, said Mel
Vernon Capt. SLR Band.

NATIVE CHICKS

Women - Girls Tee's
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
DESIGN AND CONCEPT
NATIVE TRADITIONS CREATION
Women - Girls Tee's©
Limited Edition ... Get Em While They’re Hot!!!

619-419-4620
Adam A. Rodriguez
Juaneno Band of Mission Indians
abelrodriguez93@yahoo.com
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Pauma Band of Mission Indians Honor Veterans
The Pauma Band of Mission Indians
will be honoring their Veterans on
November 9, 2013 at 11: am at their
Graveyard in Pauma Valley. The first
Veteran Memorial was made out of
adobe and over the years has deteriorat-

ed. The Pauma Tribe wanted to honor
their Veterans before the Veterans Day
Holiday. The names of the Pauma Tribal
Veterans will be on a temporary nameplate until their bronze plate is ready
after Veterans Day.

Governor Brown Signs Bill to Increase
Minimum Wage in California
OAKLAND, CA – Acting to help
California’s working families, Governor
Edmund G. Brown Jr. today signed AB
10 by Assemblymember Luis Alejo (DSalinas), which will raise the minimum
wage in California from $8.00 per hour
to $10.00 per hour. “It’s a special day to
stand with workers who are laboring for
all of us and laboring at a very low wage.

Turning that wage into a $10 an hour
wage is a wonderful thing,” said
Governor Brown prior to signing AB 10
in Los Angeles. “It’s my goal and it’s my
moral responsibility to do what I can to
make our society more harmonious, to
make our social fabric tighter and closer
and to work toward a solidarity that
every day appears to become more dis-

California Veterans Backlogged Claims May
Soon See the Light of Day
An agreement signed by the California
Department of Veterans Affairs (CalVet)
and the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) will help California veterans
and their families receive their benefits
more quickly and help reduce the backlog
of claims that have kept some veterans
waiting for nearly two years. The
Memorandum of Understanding, along
with $3 million and 36 limited-term positions authorized by the Governor’s 201314 budget, allows CalVet to hire teams of

12 veterans claims representatives for VA’s
regional offices in Los Angeles, Oakland
and San Diego.
Claims representatives will review
claims pending for 125 days or longer and
work to make them fully developed and
ready for VA rating. Once a claim has
been adjudicated and a disability rating
has been assigned, compensation or pension payments can be properly calculated
and sent out to the veteran. “This agreement, along with greater access to veter-

Seminole Maroon

sent was obliged to be those of the
Forced Nation.
Undeniably these two formed an
alliance out of necessity. They would for
a time die together and survive together
in society under stress, living as embattled descendants of traumatic heritages.
We must feel their story and the stories
of those who sought to help them.

Continued from page 6

Where is their Honor Guard? I see two
tribal peoples who came together. From
two nature civilizations One group displaced because they were the First
Nation and the other group torn from
Africa brought there without their con-

The Tribes gaming Revenue funded
the Pauma Tribal Veteran’s Memorial
Father Ray, from the Pala Mission will do
the Blessing of the Memorial. In addition
the Southern California Veterans
Association Honor Guard will do the
customary military honors.
Lunch will follow after the ceremony
at the Pauma Tribal Hall.
tant.” AB 10 will raise California’s minimum wage in two one-dollar increments,
from $8 per hour today to $9 per hour,
effective July 1, 2014 and from $9 per
hour to $10 per hour, effective January 1,
2016. Governor Brown worked diligently
with the bill’s author and legislative leaders over the past month to secure passage
of AB 10. He was joined at today’s bill
signing ceremonies in Los Angeles and
Oakland by Assembly Speaker John A.
Pérez, Assemblymember Luis Alejo and
dozens of workers.
ans’ records and the dedication of our veteran claims representatives, will go a long
way easing the backlog of California benefits claims,” said CalVet Secretary Peter J.
Gravett. “By reviewing claims that have
been pending the longest and working
forward, we will reduce the waiting time
veterans have had to face.” CalVet has
begun hiring veterans claims representatives and, to date, has 14 of the 36 positions filled. To view the veterans claims
representative job bulletins for openings in
Los Angeles, Oakland and San Diego, go
to www.calvet.ca.gov/AboutUs/
Jobs/JobAnnouncements.aspx.
Only in this manner can their rightful
place in history prevail as American
Patriots. These are my feelings and the
reasons why I work for the Smithsonian’s
IndiVisible” African Native Americans
in the Americas. It is my duty to do so.
Phil Wilkes Fixico, Seminole Maroon
Descendant.

Marylyn Robinson
Friends, every day is a good day to
pray. It has been told to me that there
are many ‘hidden heroes’ in our lives.
People, whom seemingly tirelessly
contribute to help, heal and encourage
our Tribal community to achieve,
advance and accept our small victories
in life while realizing we are all under
the limbs of the Tree of Peace. Marylyn
Halpern Robinson, Cayuga. She has
gone on to rest within those
Haudeshaunee White Roots of Peace.
Her 83 years included Mother and
friend hosting discussion groups,
counseling individuals and groups and
as an educator are an example and a
part of We ask you and all our friends
and relatives to add this friend to your
prayers, for all our relations comfort,
in these times, Mehan, Aho. The celebration of life to be announced.

Rez Radio
Preserves Heritage
Pala Rez Radio™ 91.3 will introduce
a new service to listeners beginning
Sunday, November 3 when the local
time changes from Pacific Daylight to
Pacific Standard Time. We’ll begin
announcing the current time on the air.
OK, sure. It’s appropriate to remind
people what the time really is if they’ve
forgotten to spring forward, fall on your
face … or backwards … or whatever.
But what’s so new about announcing the
time? Radio stations have been doing
that for over 90 years. What’s new is
how we’re going to do it. As part of Rez
Radio’s efforts to preserve and revitalize
local culture, our time checks will be
spoken in Pa’enexily, the traditional language of the Cupeño people, who make
up the majority of the Pala tribe.
The last person raised in the traditional language of the people from
Cupa, Rosinda Nolasquez passed several
decades ago. In her childhood, telling
time wasn’t very important other than to
refer to noon, sunset, etc. This innovation being implemented at Rez Radio
brings with it the challenge of finding a
way to say something that was never
said back when the language was in regular daily use. Through consultations
with linguists, elders and other interested tribal members, we’ve come up with
a format for telling digital time in
Pa’enexily. When you hear, for example,
“Ivi suplewit me wichu Pala aw” what
you’re hearing is “It’s one and four (or
1:04) in Pala”
Paul Miranda, local birdsinger and
one of a handful of fluent Pa’enexily
speakers in Pala has recorded all the elements that will allow us to assemble the
announcement of the correct current
time 24 hours a day. These time check
announcements will happen without any
fanfare or translation. Just as when
learning any language, those who don’t
already know it will come to recognize it
through repetition.
Rez Radio is already the only radio
station in the world where Pa’enexily is
spoken on the air. You’ll hear it in our
weekly “Pala Life: Past and Present”
program, our several times daily “Word
of the Day” feature, and at the top of
every hour in our Legal ID. Now, we’ll
be giving the current time in traditional
language as well. Listen for time checks
in Pa’enexily up to several times an hour
beginning November 3 on Rez Radio
91.3. Our 24/7 live stream can also be
heard on iHeartRadio, TuneIn.com and
at our own website www.PalaTribe.com .
Pala Rez Radio™ is owned and operated by the
Pala Band of Mission Indians as a full service Class
A non-commercial-educational FM station licensed
by the FCC. For more information, please contact
Station Manager, John Fox at 760 742 4200.
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Border Angels
Update
Thanks to all that joined us @ East
Carolina University this past week as we
again shut down Dan Stein of Federation
of American Immigration Reform.
Wonderful support from community.
Thanks as well, to all the student and
teachers that joined us today with day
labor outreach and water drop in desert.
Tomorrow we welcome back Sophia,
Rosalie as they join Pam and others in
again visiting CASA REFUGIO
MICAELA SAUCEDO in Tijuana. We

Black Indian
Continued from page 6

one’s self culturally. That’s right, CULTURAL ADVANCEMENT! Those people
who are dreaming about, Indian Rights
could fail to receive a rainbow of benefits. It will be unobtainable for people
who only have Oral History. However, it
is possible to find a legal link, if the correct documentation is available, Go for
it and Good Luck!
Don’t give up. You can still win, even
if the documentation never existed, if
you appreciate the value that can be
gained from Cultural Enlightenment. I
say these things because, I have Walked
the Walk. Also, because I am a staunch

have lots of work to do as our deported
brethren in the canals need our support.
We also welcome back LMU as they will
have a Mass @ Friendship Park @ noon.
This coming week we continue our
migrant outreach, immigration Tuesdays,
visit Southwestern College and will travel to Wisconsin as we ask Congress to
Pass the Dream Act, DACA, Ag Jobs,
stop the deportations. We demand
HUMANE immigration reform. NO TO
MILITARIZED REFORM. We are
pleased to announce that the movie
DETAINED IN THE DESERT (written by
Josefina Lopez and directed by Iliana
Sosa) will debut at the Los Angeles
Latino International Film Festival @

Groman’s Chinese
Theatre October11 @
500pm (will have
details soon)!!! Must
See, join us. New
BORDER ANGELS tshirts & second printing of BORDER
ANGELS, POWER
OF ONE available on
website. Please be
sure not to be left out
of 3rd annual BORDER ANGELS dinner
Nov 9th. Gracias,
Border Angels

believer in Transcendence. Which is one
of 4 responses, mentioned in Estelusti
Marginality ,by Dr. R.V. Robertson. Dr.
Von Robertson is a Pan-Africanist
Professor at Lamar University in Texas.
In his article, he discusses the reaction
of Black Indians when By-Blood Indians
reject their attempts to join Indian
nations. The essay states that Blacks
usually respond in one of four ways,
they are called; 1. Return-Blacks who
return to their own groups, 2. Poise- “I
know what I am ,whether By-Bloods
accept me or not”, 3. Assimilation- usually means overcoming the target groups
non-acceptance to “fit in”, 4.
Transcendence- To rise above the rejection and what Black Indians feel is owed

to them by forming our own
Indigenous-like groups. I have the necessary documentation and evidence
linking me to a direct ancestor on the
Dawes rolls. Yet, I have not applied for
membership and I remain in solidarity
with those who only have Oral History.
I further believe, that anyone who wants
to Celebrate this culture for cultural
purposes shouldn’t hesitate to do so.
Finally, Native Americans make up
about 1.5 % of the US population and
African-Americans represent about 12.5
%. My experiences lead me to believe
that at least 60% of African Americans,
THINK that they have either Native
American ancestry or Shared History.
We (African-Americans) undeniably

Welcome to Kumeyaay.com
This web site is dedicated to the promotion and preservation
of the Kumeyaay culture. Kumeyaay.com tells the story from
the Kumeyaay perspective, and is the premiere source for
Kumeyaay Indian information.
Visit us at: kumeyaay.com
Email: larry@kumeyaay.com

Enrique Morones presents a Border Angel T-Shirt to Governor
Brown.

have the numbers, so why don’t we just
start out using and enjoying the culture,
on our own turf, while we work to create our own African-Native American
groups. We can do this by beginning an
all-inclusive, Cultural Renaissance similar to the Harlem Renaissance except
instead of using the New Negro as the
protagonist we would use the AfricanNative American as clearly exemplified
for the world in the Smithsonian
Institution’s book and exhibit, entitled;
“indiVisble”: African-Native Americans
Lives in the Americas.
All the Best, Phil Wilkes Fixico,
Seminole Maroon Descendant, California
Seminole Mico (Nation of One).
• Live streaming worldwide 24/7:
www.palatribe.com or the TuneIn.com
app for i-Phone or Android
• National Native News M-F 10a and noon
• Native America Calling live at 10a M-F
• Pala Today local news and events M-F
at noon
• Native music block Saturday mornings
7:30-10
• Rez Radio Reggae nightly 7-8p
• Old Time Radio shows from the 1930’s,
40’s and 50’s nightly at midnight and
Sunday afternoons.
• Rez Radio music mix of classic rock, country,
soul, blues, native and reggae 20 hours daily.

CONTACT US AT 91.3@PALATRIBE.COM TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
FREE PROGRAMMING CALENDAR AND DAILY E-NEWSLETTER

AWASH
ETHOPIAN
RESTAURANT
4979 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego
619-583-9225
New Management Partner Dr. Carroll Waymon

Enjoy exotic and delicious, authentic
Ethiopian cuisine in a cordial intimate setting.
Available for community and business meetings.
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How Native Americans Can Utilize
HUD 184 Loans
Most people don’t buy real estate with
straight up cash. The scale of money
involved with property acquisition is too
large for people to handle without a
mortgage. This is no different for those
people living on tribal land.
Due to tribal land being held in trust,
it’s much harder and often impossible for
tribal residents to secure a mortgage
from a private entity. This inherently
makes it more complex for a Native
American to fulfill part of the American
Dream that surrounds owning a home.
The good news is that HUD 184
home loans help people secure mortgage
on tribal land. This is beneficial for a
number of reasons, but mainly in that it
provides opportunity. Opportunity is
what helps people realize their dreams,
and this is a practical way that
Americans on tribal land can get there.
The nuts and bolts of Native American mortgages

There are certain things you need to
know about HUD 184 home loans, firstly to help you know if you’re within the
target audience of their offering, and also
if they’re the right avenue to help you
within your particular situation. The
audience at Indian Voices is multifaceted, and these loans are not for everyone. Some things to know:

• You must be registered as a member
of a federally acknowledged tribe to be
considered.
• Down payments on these loans can
be as low as 1.25%. This is very low and
makes purchasing a house much more
viable for people.
• Not usually hidden terms or fees,
although you need to make sure to
check the fine print of whichever lender
you decide on.
• Doublewide and smaller/movable
homes are allowed in agreement considerations.
• These mortgages can be used either
to purchase a property on tribal land
and/or upgrade an existing property as a
Native American.
Mortgages help people acquire the
property of their dreams. This is significant, as HUD Section 184 loans assist
Native Americans in finding a fair
chance in the real estate journey, even if
they live on tribal land. There is
absolutely no reason that people living
on this land should be limited in their
access to the American Dream. These
agreements aren’t suitable for each person in every tribe, but the point is that
they are a viable resource to consider for
many. From there, the possibilities are
limitless.

Indian Voices is happy to establish business relations with Mexico. We recently had
the opportunity to network with Dr. Francisco Vital and his staff at Inter Dent.
Contact him: fvitalo@hotmail.com 866-499-1303
Paseo de los Heroes #9211-02 Zona del Rio Tijuana, BC
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Sherry L. Rupert
Promoting Indian Tourism
Sherry is the Executive Director of the
State of Nevada Indian Commission,
appointed by Governor Guinn September
of 2005. With over 20 years of tribal, public and private business experience, she
possesses a strong background in accounting, finance, business administration, tribal tourism and Indian Affairs.
Mrs. Rupert is a graduate of the
University of Nevada, Reno with a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Business
Administration and is past President of the
Native American Chapter of the University
of Nevada, Reno Alumni Association. She
has presented at numerous tribal, state,
regional and national conferences and was
elected to her second term as President of
the Governors’ Interstate Indian Council,
and was formerly the Treasurer for two
terms. The Governors’ Interstate Indian
Council is a national organization promoting and protecting the various interests,
welfare and well-being of American Indian

people of the United States and in particular those American Indian residents within
the various participating states of the
Governors’ Interstate Indian Council.
Sherry is the Chairwoman of the Indian
Territory, a marketing arm of the Nevada
Commission on Tourism, and was awarded the 2007 and 2008 Excellence in
Tourism Award as well as the 2011
Statewide Excellence in Tourism Award
from the Nevada Commission on Tourism
for her success in promoting and advancing tourism in Indian Country. She was
also awarded the 2009 Human and Civil
Rights Award from the Nevada State
Education Association. Mrs. Rupert distinguished herself in her term as Treasurer
for the American Indian Alaska Native
Tourism Association (AIANTA) Board of
Directors (Southwest Region
Representative) and during her service on
the AIANTA Executive Committee; as a
consequence, she was elected VicePresident of the Board of Directors. Most
recently, Mrs. Rupert was appointed by
U.S. Deputy Secretary of Commerce
Rebecca Blank to the Travel and Tourism
Advisory Board. The Board, established in

Great Interest Continues to Build in San
Diego Around Tourism and San Diego's
Unique American Indian Culture and History
Tourist are beoming aware that a
new layer of of adventure and education await them when the come to
our city.
Indian Voices is honored to take the
lead in developing this new cutting edge
tourist venue.
Millions of visitors flock to San Diego
each year to enjoy sun, surf and the city’s
famous zoo and wild animal park. But
those who venture a little farther afield

will discover an abundance of Native culture in one of California’s
loveliest regions.
In fact, San Diego
County boasts the largest
number of reservations in
a single U.S. county-19.
The major cultural groups
in the region are the
Kumeyaay (or Diegueño)
and the Luiseño, as well as
the Cupeño and Cahuilla.
From fabulous casinos

Bradley Insurance

Book Review: Born
Bad The Struggle

2003, serves as the advisory body to the
Secretary of Commerce and the White
House on matters relating to the travel
and tourism industry in the United States.
Sherry is an American Indian of Paiute
and Washoe heritage. She is also a proud
Native Nevadan, born in Carson City and
raised on the Washoe Reservation in
Gardnerville, Nevada. Now residing in
Carson City, she is a wife and mother of
two, with her eldest son proudly serving
in the United States Navy.
and resorts to tiny cultural centers, plus
an annual schedule of powwows and festivals, visitors will find plenty of Native
happenings to keep their itineraries filled.
The largest tribe in San Diego is the
mighty Kumeyaay Nation. With 18 communities spanning California and Mexico,
12 in San Diego County alone,
the Kumeyaay tribes offer visitors a rich cultural heritage
spanning thousands of years.
KwaHup – or come in – to
Kumeyaay country with a trip
arranged through San Diego
American Indian Culture
Tours. For further information
contact Indian Voices 619-5342435

Danny Mills was born November 6th
1970 in Mount Venom, New York. After
completing a term in the United States
Army as well as a combat tour in Iraq,
Danny eventually embraced a career in
Security/Protection. Danny had developed
a passion for reaching out to the inner city
youth and underdeveloped communities
in a heartfelt attempt to enlighten, mentor
and guide as many lost youth in the right
direction and through proper knowledge o
self. His goals and aspirations are one day
to be able to speak public ally in an open
forum and to do his part in promotion
positive change and awareness in the
urban community. He plans to utilize his
talent for writing in order to capture the
attention of readers that might feel “hopeless” in their own personal existence and
let him use is past struggles and current
success to enlighten and brig hope for
their future through heartfelt dialog and
interaction.
Danny puts his heart and soul into this
first novel. Born: The Struggle. Danny sees
real life experiences to create the character
Devon Jones, who takes you through more
than you could ever imagine. Follow
Devon through his boyhood in New York,
his escape into the military, and the gang
infested streets of California and his return
to the streets of Harlem where his story
reaches its explosive climactic finale. Each
chapter brings something different. This
book bridges the generational gap of the
heroine infested late 80’s and the gang
infested mid to late 90’. Born: The Struggle
will immediately grab you after reading
the first few pages and won’t let you go
until the last page is finished. People from
all walks of life will enjoy this book. It is a
sobering look at how America, the judicial
system in general has and continues to
overlook those without a voice.
A Must Read!
For more information: www.youngemedia/#dannymills
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Each One Teach One

Doris Bradley, Agent

Green Papers

Lic # 0B73377

bradleyinsurance@yahoo.com

619.309.5394 • 619.698.4783

www.jimbell.com,
click on “Green Papers.”

Passion Island
832 Washington Plaza
Washington, NC 27889
Contact Tisha at 252-402-4700
Lingerie, Clothes, Shoes,
Jewelry, and a lot more!

Call James 619.306.4414
info@pltrans.com
www.pltrans.com
24/7 Service
Airports - Drop Offs/Pickups - Tours
Barmitvas - VIP Services - Night Clubs
Special Events - Canciyetas - Weddings
Wine Tasting - Private Charter Jets
Discounts & More
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NEVADA NEWS
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Nevada Looks at ‘Drones’ for Economic Development and
Natural Resource Efforts
University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension offers statewide workshop
Nov. 18
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), or
drones, may be relatively small, but
could have a big impact on Nevada’s
economy and natural resources, especially when the necessary pieces and
experts come together to do the work
and research. To that end, University of
Nevada Cooperative Extension, in partnership with the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development and the
University’s Center for Economic
Development at the College of Business,
is holding a public workshop on
unmanned aerial systems, with a focus
on how communities in Nevada can
become involved with this economic initiative. The workshop will be broadcast
9 a.m. – 3 p.m., Nov. 18 from
Cooperative Extension’s Lifelong
Learning Center in Las Vegas via videoconference to 16 locations in Nevada,
including the University of Nevada,
Reno campus.
The workshop has three parts.
Morning presentations will be about
efforts to bring the unmanned aerial systems industry to Nevada, a lunch panel
will introduce representatives from the
Nevada System of Higher Education who

Reflections
Continued from page 5

shared vision and shared values, interlocking structures, coordinated agendas
and common goals, a far-reaching web of
communications and interactions, and an
interrelated common pool of resources
from which to draw.” Nevertheless, the
movement, like our future, must be
forged in the fire and grounds of unyielding struggle, to bring, and expand well for
ourselves, and indeed the world!
However, regardless of how many allies
and coalitions we are in; it is ultimately
up to us as Black people to strike the first,
final and most decisive blow in and for
our liberation. So as we declared 18 years
ago in self-conscious righteous indignation in the (MMM/DOA) mission statement that “until Black men stand up,
Black men and women cannot stand
together and accomplish the awesome
task before us.” Thus, on this 18th
anniversary of this awesome event, it is

are involved in UAS research and
instructional efforts, and an afternoon
session will focus on applications and
economic incentives.
The lunch panel, convened by Steve
Hill, director of the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development, and Mark
Walker, dean of University of Nevada
Cooperative Extension, will introduce
faculty involved in UAS program development from the Nevada System of
Higher Education. The panel members
will discuss potential applications for
unmanned aerial systems, such as natural resource surveying, mapping and
management. Panel members include:
Lynn Fenstemaker, associate research
professor of biology at the Desert
Research Institute; Kam Leang, associate
professor of mechanical engineering in
the University of Nevada, Reno’s College
of Engineering; and Rama Venkat, dean
of the College of Engineering at
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
“The Governor’s Office is excited
about this aspect of the state’s economic
development,” said Fred Steinmann,
Eureka County Extension educator, who
put together the workshop. “The
Governor’s Office partnered with
Cooperative Extension to help reach
Nevada’s communities, knowing our
connection with the state’s counties and
our work in community development.

important that we remember the March
by remembering and reaffirming our commitment to fulfill its mission” and doing
as Malcolm X challenged us to wake up,
clean up, and stand up in cultural and
moral dignity as Afro American Men
Min. Tukufu Kalonji is Founder/Kasisi of Kawaida African
Ministries. For info contact @ tkalonji@hotmail.com

Engaging and enhancing Nevada’s communities and businesses is what we’re
about, so it’s a great fit. Along with our
colleagues in Engineering, Science,
Agriculture and Business, we’re really
excited about the potential we think this
new industry holds for Nevada communities.” The cost of the workshop is $25.
It will be held at the University of
Nevada Cooperative Extension Lifelong
Learning Center, 8050 Paradise Road,
Las Vegas, and via videoconference: On
the University of Nevada, Reno campus
in the National Judicial College, Room
116. At the Washoe County Cooperative
Extension Office, 4955 Energy Way,
Reno. At Cooperative Extension offices
in Carson City, Minden, Fallon, Elko,
Ely, Eureka, Hawthorne, Winnemucca,
Yerington, Tonopah, Logandale, Caliente
and Pahrump. See www.unce.unr.edu for
office locations. At Battle Mountain
General Hospital in Battle Mountain,
535 S. Humboldt St.
For more information or to register,
contact Steinmann at
steinmannf@unce.unr.edu or 775-7841931
For advertising opportunities contact:

BLACKROSE
COMMUNICATIONS
Email: rdavis4973@aol.com
Website: www.IndianVoices.net

(619) 534-2435

Indigenous Nationhood
Movement
Elsipogtog First Nation Begin
Reclaiming Unoccupied ‘Crown’ Lands
1. Those lands do not belong to
Canada. They were never ceded, and the
Supreme Court of Canada confirmed
this in 1999.
2. Even with this confirmation, under
Canadian law, the Mi’kmaq would have
to go to court and PROVE the land
belongs to THEM in an incredibly
expensive, drawn out case in order to
get that fact recognised openly by
Canada. There has not been a single
such decided case yet on this issue. No
one knows how it would turn out.
3. In the meantime, Canada gets to
act like they have a right to the land,
even though legally, the issue is ‘in
limbo’. Canada does not have to go to
court to prove its ownership, because
there is no benefit to them doing so.
They might lose. This way they just use
it knowing the Mi’kmaq probably can’t
afford to fight this legally.
4. Also in the meantime, Canada can
slowly erode Mi’kmaq rights by keeping
the Mi’kmaq off the lands. You see, once
First Nations people ‘lose connection’
with their lands, no matter how that
happens (can’t hunt there because it’s
been paved, can’t pick berries there
because it’s a municipal garbage dump
etc) they can lose ownership of the land
without having to sell it or give it up.
Yes, these are Canada’s legal rules.
5. Going out and physically occupying the land is one way to prevent this
sneaky undermining of Aboriginal title.
While doing this might break some laws
and regulations, it is also a legal remedy
under Canadian common law. So people
claiming they are breaking the law, full
stop, are misinformed. The situation is
much more nuanced.
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Reid Asked Interior Department To Put
Facility in Nevada Funding for Facility
Comes from Southern Nevada Public Land
Management Act of 1998
Washington, D.C. – Nevada Senator
Harry Reid today released the following
statement on the opening of the Bureau
of Land Management regional seed warehouse in Ely. Senator Reid asked thenSecretary of Interior Dirk Kempthorne to
put a major seed facility in Nevada. The
funding for this project comes from the
Southern Nevada Public Land
Management Act (SNPLMA) which was

passed in 1998 by Senator Reid. “Nevada
has faced some tremendous wildfires in
recent years. These burns have destroyed
critical sage grouse and mule deer habitat
and allowed invasive weeds to spread. It
is essential that we get a better handle on
large fires and that we aggressively tend
to our public lands once fires are put out.
That’s why I asked the Department of
Interior to build this seed warehouse.

This facility will give land managers ready
access to the native seed supplies they
need to restore and protect rangelands
and vital wildlife habitat across the state. I
am so happy to see this new facility is
now celebrating its grand opening in Ely,
and I thank the BLM for their hard work
in moving this process along to completion.” About the Southern Nevada Public
Land Management Act (SNPLMA) The
Southern Nevada Public Land
Management Act (SNPLMA) became law
in October 1998. It allows the Bureau of
Land Management to sell public land
within a specific boundary around Las
Vegas, Nevada. The revenue derived from
land sales is split between the State of

Nevada General Education Fund (5%),
the Southern Nevada Water Authority
(10%), and a special account available to
the Secretary of the Interior for:
• Parks, Trails, and Natural Areas
• Capital Improvements
• Conservation Initiatives
• Multi-Species Habitat Conservation
Plan (MSHCP)
• Environmentally Sensitive Land
Acquisitions
• Hazardous Fuels Reduction and
Wildfire Prevention
• Eastern Nevada Landscape
Restoration Project
• Lake Tahoe Restoration Projects

CREEK FREEDMEN
DESCENDANTS SOUGHT
Muscogee Creek Indian Freedmen Band
is seeking the descendants of Creek
citizens placed on the
Creek Freedmen Roll from 1896 to 1915.

If your ancestors were on this roll,
write P.O. Box 6366,
Moore, OK 73153
for eligibility information.
Call Francisa Rosales

4676 Market St. Ste. A-3, San Diego

PRE-PAID LEGAL SERVICES
Contact Rose Davis • Indian Voices • (619) 534-2435 • rdavis4973 @aol.com

UNSECURED
BUSINESS LOANS
Startup business ok
Lines of Credit $25,000 & UP
LLC & S Corps
Business Plan
Five year credit history
No BK’s or Foreclosures
Credit Partner ok

CALL 619-487-0002
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